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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Gratifies completely
6 Downloadable prog.
9 Analyze chemically

14 Moral code
15 Mama __!
16 Reprove mildly
17 Valerie Harper

sitcom
18 Pieces of broken

pottery
20 Melodic tune
21 Three-time

Wimbledon
champion

23 Start of a quote by
Billie Jean King

25 Speed of sound
29 Biblical twin
30 Lively dance
31 Religious leader
32 Baffles
34 Most isolated
36 London lav.
38 “__ Are My

Sunshine”
39 Barbecue favorite
44 British service
49 Spanish national

hero
50 Anderson of “WKRP

in Cincinnati”
52 Skid row derelict
53 Watched narrowly
54 End of quote
56 Gripper
57 __ d’Isere, France
58 Passengers’ safety

restraints
62 Blazing

64 Consent
65 Dogpatch Daisy
66 Waits on

67 Observant one
68 Guileful
69 Sidles

DOWN
1 Spanish shawls
2 Strongly desirous
3 “Walden” writer
4 End of Ramadan
5 Ponzi schemes
6 Current measure
7 Early resident
8 Former Lakers

coach
9 Masseur’s target

10 Ship’s pronoun
11 Knightly address
12 Annex
13 Sure thing!
19 Mayday letters
22 What a mouse

moves
24 Totality
25 Tatami
26 “Honest” politician
27 “JAG” network
28 Success
31 Cad

33 Stated one’s case
35 Reason for an

action
37 Trees with red fruits
39 Perceive
40 Double over
41 Breeze through
42 Disencumber
43 Brendan Behan’s

“__ Boy”
45 Hole maker
46 Checking and

sorting carefully
47 Prepare to fight!
48 Like peek-a-boo

shoes
51 Russell of “The

Wiz”
54 Fermented quaff
55 Furious
56 “Breaker-breaker”

buddy
58 __ Jose, CA
59 Freudian concept
60 Garfunkel or

Buchwald
61 Three-way junction
63 Served dinner to
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Choose an opening bid

Omega-3 is beneficial for heart risks
Dear Dr. Roach: Are there

any benefits to taking omega-
3? — B.H.

Yes, there are, but it’s
not clear just how big those
benefits are. Although there
has been some evidence that
omega-3 fatty acids may be of
benefit in slowing dementia,
treating depression and help-
ing asthma, the consensus on
these topics is that omega-3
supplements are unlikely to
have a large benefit. However,
most of the interest in omega-
3 fatty acids is in cardiovascu-
lar health.

There have been many stud-
ies looking at the effect of fish-
derived omega-3 fatty acids on
a variety of heart outcomes.
Certainly, they reduce triglyc-
erides and slightly increase
HDL levels. They slightly
reduce blood pressure and
reduce heart rate. They slight-
ly increase blood sugar levels,
though to a lesser extent than
other agents.

In large clinical trials look-
ing at the outcomes that mat-
ter, such as heart attack and
overall risk of dying, the study
results are mixed. Earlier
studies tend to show a large
benefit, while more recent
studies show a small bene-
fit. However, no studies have
suggested significant harm,
and my view after reviewing
the available studies is that
omega-3 supplementation is
likely to have a modest heart
benefit. The greater the risk
of heart disease for a given
individual, the more benefit
he or she is likely to get.

The amount of omega-
3 needed to benefit is small,
about 250 mg per day of EPA
plus DHA (the two different
forms). This can be obtained
by a supplement, or by eating
about two servings of fatty
fish per week.

Dear Dr. Roach: What is a
tilt table test for? — J.C.

The tilt table test is most
commonly ordered to deter-
mine the cause of syncope,
a sudden loss of conscious-
ness. Most cases of syncope
are caused by a simple faint
(called vasovagal syncope),
and can be reliably diagnosed
as such by an experienced cli-
nician after a careful history
and physical exam. In people
with a history of syncope and
with risk factors for coronary
artery disease — blockages in
the blood vessels of the heart
that can lead to heart attack
— it is important to evalu-
ate for heart blockages with
a stress test or angiogram.
If coronary disease has been
ruled out, and if the synco-
pe is recurrent, then a tilt
table test may be ordered. It
is sometimes used to distin-
guish between convulsive syn-
cope (fainting associated with
muscle spasm) and epilepsy.

The tilt table is capable
of moving a patient rapid-
ly between lying down and
upright while monitoring
symptoms, the EKG and blood
pressure. Sometimes medica-
tion is used to improve the
sensitivity of the test; howev-
er, the test is neither 100 per-
cent sensitive nor specific. As
a general internist, I seldom
order this test and refer unex-
plained cases of recurrent
syncope to a cardiologist.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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DR. KEITH ROACH
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

Dr. Roach regrets that
he is unable to answer
individual letters, but
will incorporate them in
the column whenever
possible. Readers may
email questions to
ToYourGoodHealth@med.
cornell.edu or request an
order form of available
health newsletters at 628
Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL
32803. Health newsletters
may be ordered from www.
rbmamall.com.
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